
Pluto may now be a “dwarf planet,” but the ob-

ject announced on September 8 by Lowell astrono-

mers Ted Dunham and Georgi Mandushev is rather 

monstrous - 30 percent more massive than Jupiter. 

Dunham and Mandushev are part of the Trans-

atlantic Exoplanet Survey (TrES, pronounced 

trace), a collaboration between Lowell, Caltech, 

Harvard, and others.  This is the second such planet 

they have discovered, and it has therefore been 

dubbed “TrES-2.” 
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The planet belongs to a class of objects called 

hot Jupiters — massive planets that orbit very close 

to their host star. TrES-2 is just three million miles 

from its star, racing around its orbit in just two and 

a half days.  At this distance, 10 times closer to its 

star than Mercury is to the Sun, the planet is proba-

bly heated to about 2500 degrees Fahrenheit, 

blasted by stellar radiation some 900 times as 

intense as the Sun’s light at Earth. 

The TrES team detects planets by looking for 

transits, or passages of the dark disk of the planet 

across the star’s surface.  This causes a temporary 

and very small dimming of the star’s apparent 

brightness. By analyzing the duration and shape of 

the transit light curve, and with estimates of the 

parent star’s parameters, the TrES scientists can 

deduce the planet’s orbital properties and approx-

imate mass. 

Even more exciting, the TrES-2 star lies about 

650 light years away in the portion of sky to be 

exhaustively observed by the upcoming Kepler 

Mission.  We will therefore be observing many 

more transits of TrES-2 and learning much more 

about this huge and distant new world.  Stay tuned!  

A hypothetical, computer-generated view of TrES-2 
and its host star.   
Image produced at Lowell Observatory. 

Georgi Mandushev at the Lowell TrES telescope. 
Photo by Lowell Observatory. 
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DCT primary mirror arrives safely at UA College of Optical Sciences  
by Steele Wotkyns 

The Discovery Channel Telescope primary mir-

ror was safely lowered into the University of Ari-

zona’s Optical Sciences College (OSC) large optics 

shop on Wednesday morning, Aug. 30, 2006. Uni-

versity of Arizona optical scientists successfully 

lowered a 25,000-pound load consisting of the DCT 

mirror and its protective transport box using a 90-

ton crane; a very delicate, precise step in the mak-

ing of the Discovery Channel Telescope. The mir-

ror crate measured 18.2 feet long x 15.7 feet wide x 

3.7 feet high, so there was only clearance of about 

three inches on each side of the hatch in the facility.  

Discovery’s executive producer, Paul Gasek, 

producer Molly Hermann, and cameraman Rob 

Lyall were on hand to record the historic milestone 

for Discovery’s program on the making of the 

DCT. Lowell Observatory director Bob Millis, 

DCT project manager Byron Smith, and DCT me-

chanical engineer Heather Marshall were also pre-

sent to witness the delivery and successful transfer 

of the mirror. It was brought to Arizona from a stor-

age facility in Pittsburgh, PA, by the skilled, experi-

enced driver Chris Babyak in his Transport Unlim-

ited truck. 

A Tight Fit 
 

"We had three and a half inches clearance on 

either side of the crate at the narrowest part of the 

hatch," said Martin J. Valente, director of OSC’s 

optical fabrication and engi-

neering facility and UA’s 

principal investigator on the 

project. "Any closer, and we 

might have had to take part of 

the hatch lid off." 

On that Wednesday just after lunchtime during 

the transfer to the UA facility, Lori Stiles of Univer-

sity of Arizona communications called and re-

ported, “The mirror is safely on the deck and they 

are opening the box right now.” “There’s a ton of 

media here.” 

 

New York to Tucson — in One Piece! 
 

“The mirror is okay,” said Bob Millis moments 

after one of the four big panels on the shipping box 

was opened for inspection. “It’s a great relief.” Mil-

lis added that all the professionals involved – from 

the truck driver to the crane operator, to the team in 

UA’s College of Optical Sciences, as well as staff 

from Lowell and Corning – made sure this step hap-

pened without a hitch. 

Now that the DCT mirror has been transported 

to the Tucson facility, UA optical scientists will 

polish and figure the mirror in an exacting, delicate 

process expected to take about three years. If the 

mirror were the size of the United States, all the im-

perfections would be polished down to less than one 

inch high. The polishing and figuring will deliver 

the heart of the Discovery Channel Telescope, the 

primary mirror, to an accuracy that’s within a small 

fraction of a wavelength of light. 

The DCT mirror was cast and fused by Corning, 

Inc. in Canton, N.Y. to Lowell Observatory's exact-

ing specifications. It is made of Corning’s ultra-

low-expansion (ULE®) glass, and is 4.3m (14.1 ft) 

in diameter and only 100mm (four inches) thick.  

A 90-ton crane lifted the crate containing the mir-
ror from the delivery truck to the hatch.  
Photo by Molly Herman, Producer, Discovery 
Communications. 

  The mirror is 

okay...it’s a 

great relief. 

—Bob Millis 

“ 

” 



Millette and Chiara worked together on differ-
ent sections of the mural, trying to keep out of 
each other’s way. Both are art students at col-
leges in the northeast. They came to the Obser-
vatory this summer specifically to work on the 
mural.  
Photo: Lowell Observatory 

Art students Chris Millette and Lea Chiara 
stand with Trustee Bill Putnam before their 
mural depicting Arizona wildlife, solar system 
objects, and scenes from Observatory history. 
Millette and Chiara spent the month of June 
decorating the tank, making the popular 
Pluto walk an even more interesting stroll.  
Photo: Lowell Observatory 
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Visiting Art Students Beautify Water Tank 

How will the recently crafted definition of a 

planet by the IAU, which excludes Pluto, affect 

(a) the Observatory's public programs and (b) fu-

ture research efforts?  

— Jim and Vivian Crisman 

Munds Park, AZ 

 

 We certainly will be answering a lot of 

questions from our visitors about this!  There is un-

derstandably a lot of interest, and our tour guides 

are emphasizing Lowell’s history of research on the 

outer solar system, as well as our many other re-

search programs, rather than fine points of plane-

tary classification.  Nomenclature and classification 

is useful, of course, but we don’t want the furor to 

S C I E N C E   F E A T U R E 

P E R C Y ‘ S   J O U R N A L 

Ask an Astronomer 

overshadow the science of the outer solar system.  

A few changes will have to be made to panels in 

our exhibit hall and the Pluto Walk, though. 

 The reclassification of Pluto will have zero 

effect on the breadth and vitality of Lowell’s plane-

tary research.  Our involvement with the New Hori-

zons Mission to Pluto will keep Lowell in the fore-

front of solar system research for many years to 

come.   

— Jeffrey Hall 
 

Editor’s note:  Ask an Astronomer is a new feature of The 

Lowell Observer!  Please e-mail your questions to Jeffrey 

Hall (jch@lowell.edu).  As space allows, we will answer as 

many questions from our Friends as we can. Please include 

your name and hometown with your question! 
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After the first panel of the Corning-designed mir-
ror shipping crate is removed, the internal support 
structure is investigated by DCT Team members 
Byron Smith and Heather Marshall, and UofA Staff 
including Robert Stone and Marty Valente. The 
DCT Primary Mirror is visible in the crate, very 
carefully held in place by several whiffle-trees as 
well as a flexible but tight "belly band" around the 
perimeter of the mirror . 
Photo by Paul Gasek, Executive Producer, Dis-
covery Networks 

A Three-Year Effort 

 

Over about the next half year, the UA optical 

sciences engineering team will bond a minimum of 

120 support pucks to the mirror’s convex backside 

and make a support structure to hold the mirror just 

as it will be held in the telescope. The system will 

ensure the mirror doesn’t flex under the force of 

grinding and polishing.  

Grinding the mirror to get it closer to the ideal 

shape will take about five months, Valente said. 

Polishing the mirror and “figuring” it – which is the 

final stage of polishing that will make the mirror 

accurate to within a fraction of a wavelength of 

light, or a few millionths of an inch – will probably 

take another 15 to 18 months, he said.  

Optical sciences students, working under the 

supervision of optical sciences professor Jim 

Burge, co-investigator on the project, will be pri-

The clearance on either side of the crate at the 
narrowest part of the hatch was only three-and-a-
half inches. Lowell staff and Discovery Channel 
cameraman watch the crate lowered safely into 
the Univerisity of Arizona’s Optical Science College. 
Photo by Molly Herman, Producer, Discovery 
Communications. 

marily involved in optical 

testing. Burge’s group will 

design lenses that will be 

used with several systems 

that will independently test 

the DCT mirror. Test sys-

tems will include a laser 

tracker and infrared and 

visible wavelength interfer-

ometers. 

Bob Millis said that it is 

excellent and encouraging 

that this step in making of 

the DCT could be accom-

plished in Arizona. 
 

 

The polishing 

and figuring will 

deliver the heart 

of the Discovery 

Channel Tele-

scope, the pri-

mary mirror, to 

an accuracy that 

is within a small  

fraction of a 

wavelength of 

light. 

“ 

” 



Special Events for the Fall 
by Kevin Schindler 

O U T R E A C H 
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Dates in November  

 

1: Flagstaff Night (evening) — Flagstaff residents (must show valid drivers license or utility bill) pay 

only half price for entrance into our evening programs.  Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 

 

8: Mercury transit (daytime) — Using special filtered telescopes, we will view Mercury as it passes 

in front of the Sun.  Transit viewing occurs from 12:12  p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

 

12: Veteran’s Weekend Star Fest (evening) — Tonight we will have a featured speaker, Kent Col-

bath, who will give an indoor presentation “Dinosaurs, plankton and asteroids: the science of 

studying mass extinctions”.  Following this presentation, we will feature numerous telescopes set 

up for viewing throughout the Lowell campus and indoor video presentations.   Doors open at 7:30 

p.m. 

 

22, 24, 25: Thanksgiving Star Fest (evening) — Lowell Observatory will celebrate Thanksgiving 

with a special Star Fest.  This event will feature numerous telescopes set up for viewing throughout 

the Lowell campus and indoor video presentations. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 

 

 

 

Dates in December  
  

1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 15, 16, 20, 22, 23: Holiday Skies program (evening) — Our evening presentation 

discusses the mythology and science of the winter sky, including a discussion of the Star of  Bethle-

hem. Our doors open at 7:30 pm. 

 

6: Flagstaff Night (evening) — Flagstaff residents (must show valid drivers license or utility bill) pay 

only half price for entrance into our evening programs.  Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 

 

13: Geminid Meteor Shower (evening) — Indoor programs will focus on meteor showers such as the 

upcoming Geminids.  Telescope viewing of various celestial objects is included in the evening’s 

activities. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 

 

17: Winter Star Fest (evening) — Celebrate the winter season with this Star Fest, which will feature 

numerous telescopes set up for viewing throughout the Lowell campus and indoor video presenta-

tions.  Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 

 

26, 27, 28, 29, 30: Holiday Star Fest (evening) — Lowell Observatory will celebrate the holidays with 

a Star Fest.  This special event will feature numerous telescopes set up for viewing throughout the 

Lowell campus. Our doors open at 7:00 p.m.  



P E R C Y ‘ S   J O U R N A L 
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New Astronomers  

Arrive at Lowell 
by Antoinette Beiser 

 

     Two new astronomers started tenure-track posi-

tions at Lowell Observatory this summer.  

 

 Travis Barman received his Ph.D. at the 

University of Georgia in 2002 and was most re-

cently a postdoctoral associate at U.C.L.A. The 

focus of his research includes modeling atmos-

pheres of extra-solar planets using large scale nu-

merical simulations and searching for planets 

around young stars as part of the Keck survey. 

Travis enjoys fencing in his free time. 

 Henry Roe comes to Lowell after two post-

doctoral positions at Caltech, the latest of these an 

NSF Astronomy and Astrophysics fellowship. His 

significant research accomplishments include inde-

pendent co-discovery of Titan’s clouds and report-

ing the first sign of seasonal chemical change in 

Titan’s atmosphere. He is interested in Titan’s 

methane meteorology and is also looking for 

Sedna-like objects out beyond the Kuiper belt. 

Henry likes to hike and bike in his free time. 

 Albert Wilson, the 4th Director of Lowell Ob-

servatory, and members of his family visited the 

Observatory July 7 during a Flagstaff family reun-

ion. Dr. Wilson was director of Lowell from 1954 

to 1957. While on Mars Hill, the former director 

noticed many changes but also expressed satisfac-

tion that the Observatory has retained its independ-

ent nature. The visit included stops in the Steele 

Visitor Center, the Rotunda, the Putnam reading 

room, the director's office, and the Clark Telescope. 

Former Director Albert Wilson 

Visits Lowell 
by Bob Millis 

T H E   L O W E L L   O B S E R V E R A B O U T 

All Friends of Lowell Observatory receive this news-

letter.  Membership in the Friends carries a number of 

benefits, which are listed on our website at 

www.lowell.edu. For information, questions, and ad-

dress changes, call Antoinette Beiser at (928) 233-

3216, or e-mail her at asb@lowell.edu.  For informa-

tion on public tours, call (928) 233-3211. 

 

The Lowell Observer is published quarterly by Lowell 

Observatory, 1400 West Mars Hill Road, Flagstaff, 

AZ,  86001.  Printing services courtesy of APS.   For 

comments about the newsletter, contact Antoinette 

Beiser.  Contents copyright 2006 by Lowell Observa-

tory.  ISSN 1054-0059. 
 

Robert L. Millis 
Director, Lowell Observatory 

 

Antoinette Beiser 
Editor, The Lowell Observer 
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by Graham Vickowski and Kevin Schindler 

 

 Mary Elizabeth Gussman knew exactly 

what she was looking for as she and her six-year-

old son stepped off the elevator into the cramped, 

low-ceilinged basement of the Monte Vista Hotel. 

While reading the Arizona Daily Sun, she had seen 

an advertisement for used furniture and decided to 

buy a bedroom set. It was not until she returned 

home that she found out the furniture had belonged 

to Percival Lowell. The Gussmans lived across the 

street from Bess Slipher, widow of E.C. Slipher, a 

long-time Lowell Observatory employee, and she 

identified the furniture as Lowell's. This was quite 

a surprise for Gussman, who was fond of antiques.  

 Mary’s son, Greg, used the bedroom set un-

til he was 25. After Mary’s death this July, Greg 

decided the best place for the furniture was back at 

Lowell Observatory, so he contacted us to donate 

it.  In mid-July, Kevin Schindler met Greg at 

Mary’s home in Cottonwood, Arizona, loaded the 

furniture into the Observatory’s pickup truck, and 

brought it back to Flagstaff.  It is now housed at the 

Baronial Mansion 2, Trustee Bill and Kitty Put-

nam’s home on Mars Hill.   

 
The Furniture’s History 
  
  Before the original Baronial Mansion was 

torn down in 1959, retired Observatory Director 

V.M. Slipher, president of the Monte Vista, ar-

ranged for much of the furniture from the Mansion 

to be stored in the hotel’s basement.  In 1967, new 

management at the hotel wanted the space for other 

uses and decided to sell the furniture, with proceeds 

purportedly going to the Observatory.  There were 

over 20 pieces of furniture, including many metal 

beds, but Gussman only bought the mahogany bed-

room set. The pieces are ornately carved with 

flower designs and include a large bed and three 

marble-topped dressers with black-smith crafted 

metal fittings. The furniture could have belonged to 

Dr. Lowell back in Boston, and we are pleased to 

recover this part of the Lowell family’s history. 

 

Thomas Albert Rickel 
  
On the back of one of the dressers is a stenciled 

name in black ink: T. Rickel. Thomas Albert Rickel 

was an influential Flagstaff pioneer, born March 

13, 1865 (ten years to the day after Percival Lowell 

was born) near Cincinnati, Ohio.  He moved with 

his family to Flagstaff in 1892, where he spent the 

next 40 years working as a prominent civic leader.  

He ran a number of businesses throughout the 

years, and also worked at the Babbitt Brothers De-

partment Store and the freight warehouse at the old 

Anderson Building. It is here that the furniture 

could have gained Rickel's mark, as it would have 

probably come through here when shipped from 

Lowell's home in Massachusetts.   

 This furniture is important to the Observa-

tory’s history. Little by little, we hope to recover 

more artifacts from the early days of this institu-

tion, gathering the history of the people, events, and 

discoveries that make Lowell Observatory a scien-

tific and cultural treasure. 

Greg Gussman and Trustee Bill Putnam with one of 
Percival Lowell's dressers, set up in the Baronial 
Mansion 2, 14 August 2006.   
Photo by Graham Vickowski. 

H I S T O R Y 

Uncle Percy’s Furniture Returns to Lowell 



DCT MIRROR ARRIVES IN TUCSON —- NEW ASTRONOMERS AT LOWELL — 

A NEW PLANET — ASK AN ASTRONOMER 

A Hot Planet:  Computer simulation of the Jupiter-sized planet TrES-2 transiting the disk of 
its parent star.  Read more about this discovery inside. 
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